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CaRIne Crystallography is a software which
interactively deals with different geometrical
representation of crystals :

the lattice and the node list
is generated automatically.

real lattices in 3D,
surfaces,
interfaces, grain boundaries,
multi-layers,
stereographic projection,
reciprocal lattices in 2D and 3D,
X-Ray diffraction patterns
(XRD).

In the 4.0 version the
nodes of the lattice are
objects as a whole, which
is very important for
teaching : indeed it is easy
to build up a crystal by
combining a lattice of
points and a motif. The
motif of a cell has not only
a list of different atom
positions but also a list of
bonds between atoms and
a list of coordination
polyhedrons. The bonds
and the polyhedrons are
automatically searched
for each building up of a
crystallographic representation.
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Those different functions are usually divided
in several software. CaRIne brings them
together in a friendly interface. This is time
and cost saving. Moreover CaRIne displays
in a clear way the relations which exist
between the different representations which
is all the most appreciated among the
teaching world.

CaRIne Crystallography software was
developed since 1989 and is used by
thousands of persons around the world for
teaching, research and edition. It is now
available in a totally rethought version. The
first part of this new version 4.0 is focused on
3D modelisation of cells, crystals, surfaces,
grain boundaries and interfaces.
The new 4.0 version has an architecture and
a graphic user interface which will, later on,
allow an easy and very powerful integration
(multi-tasks) of the simulation and analysis
modules such as: stereographic projections, Nouveau
X-Ray diffraction on powders and singlecrystals, reciprocical lattices in 3D and 2D, a
dedicated module of electronic diffraction but
also a good assistance in writing out reports.
As long as these modules will not be
available, the 3.1 version will be delivered
with the 4.0 version. The different files of both
versions (3.1 and 4.0) are of course compatibles.
The authors,
Cyrille Boudias and Daniel Monceau
Nouveau

CaRIne is curently used in 30 countries by
more than 1500 teams and laboratories for
research and teaching in the physics and
chemistry and materials science fields.

A fullproof and opened architecture

During the construction of a 3D representation, a track of all the modifications is kept
and re-played for ech building up. The (hkl)
planes and the [uvw] directions are materialised and are used to orientate in a quic and
precise way the crystallographic representations.

The 4.0 CaRIne software is organised
around modular and upgradable projects
which allow the addition of new modules for
the next 4.x versions to come without
modifying at all the software organisation.
The different projects also allow you to save
your work in its integrity and even to send it
to one of your colleagues or to students by
simply making a copy of a file directory.

Multi-tasks : reactivity, rapidity,
efficency
To be even more modular, CaRIne 4.0 core
has been completely rethought. Each
element of a project is an autonomous
process (thread). The elements of a project
are waiting for events (request for rebuilding,
refreshment) and thus give the hand to the
user during execution. Several elements of
different projects can deal with a same event
in parallel. For instance, adding an atom in
an cell generates a rebuilding event and this
event can be sent simultaneously to different
graphic representations defined from the
cell, that is to say, that all the crystals
originally built from this cell are updated
simultaneously and instantaneously !
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Many interactive tools have been added to
modify or create 3D representations of
crystals (interactive bond and polyhedron
searching, distance indications...).

More and more performing objects
The creation tools of the cell are completed
by many options. It is possible to choose an
equivalent position generator among the 14
Bravais lattices and the 230 space groups.
The equivalent position generator defines

A powerfull "crystallographic builder" has
been developed for the 4.0 version and
crystallographic representations can contain
thousands of objects without penalizing the
rapidity of execution of the program.
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Surfaces and interfaces
The 4.0 version allows of course the building
up of crystals made of several thousands of
cells. But also, it is now possible to build up
surfaces, grain boundaries and interfaces
interactively with the help of graphic tools
and 3D orientation of structures with the
mouse.
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A powerfull and efficient graphic
user interface
The new organisation of the graphic user
interface allows to access rapidly to the
parameters of crystallographic representations but also to the objects which they are
built of by the intermediary of many interface
elements such as context popup menus ,
dialog boxes and objects inspectors
(inspectors are windows for which the
contents are updated according to the active
window).

http://pro.wanadoo.fr/carine.crystallography/
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Interactivity between the diverse
representations

Opened to data standard formats
CaRIne 4.0 is more opened. The cells can be
shared between several projects and by
(1)
several users via a database. The CIF and
(2)
SHELX
formats are now well recognised.
The compatibility with the 3x versions is well
secured. CaRIne 4.0 offers a wide range of
possibilities to export the cells towards the 3x
versions format. Therefore it is possible for
example to have a 4.0 cell diffracted with the
3.0 or 3.1 version.
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Reciprocal lattices (v 3.1)
! 3D visualization : radii of nodes can be set
proportionaly to the structure factor
computed with Z.
! 2D visualization : plane cut of the reciprocal
lattice from the definition of a zone axis,
electronic diffraction patterns simulation.
! provides calculation functions to help
interpreting electron diffraction patterns
and some graphic tools of measurement of
distances and angles with the mouse.
! rotations with the mouse, with calculation of
the zone axis in real time.

! association of real lattices, epitaxial
relationships.
! automatic and instantaneous update of
crystals, surfaces and interfaces after
modification of the cell (4.0 version).
! indication tools : distance and angle
measurements with the help of the mouse.
! real lattices and reciprocal lattices :
relations (lengths and directions) between
the a,b,c and a*,b*,c* vectors.
! real lattices and stereographic projections :
simultaneous rotation and projection on
real and reciprocal lattices and on stereographic projections (for example it is
possible to move a pole on the stereographic projection to orientate the real and
reciprocal lattices).
! superposition of several lattices on the
same stereographic projection.
! real lattices and XRD : for example its
possible to add an atom in a unit cell and to
see immediately its influence on the XRD
peaks extinctions and intensities.

Stereographic projections (v 3.1)
! directions, poles and plane traces are
projected, every combination is possible (3
or 4 indices).
! interactive geometric calculations with the
help of the mouse..
! editing of stereographic projections.
! orientation / rotation with the mouse.
! several stereographic projections can be
superposed allowing the research and
visualization of orientation relationchips.

X-Ray diffraction patterns (v 3.1)

! real lattices, reciprocal lattices, stereographic projections, X-Ray diffraction,
calculation lists (by a simple copy and paste
manipulation or export of EMF or WMF
files) for 3.1 CaRIne version.

Import / export of data
! ASCII/Text files : exchange with previous
DOS, Macintosh and Windows versions.
! import of calculation results (example, from
molecular dynamics softwares).
! Export of calculation results (atoms
positions, symmetry groups, list of the
interplanar distances, list of angles
between planes, XRD, stereo graphic
projection) to allow compatibility with other
crystallographic software.
(1)
(2)
Nouveau ! import/export
of CIF
and SHELX
formats (version 4.0).

Documentation
The CaRIne distribution is delivered with a
user's guide and online assistance (including
many examples and illustrations).

Graphics, editing drawings
Nouveau
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! calculation of peak positions and intensities
(structure factors, multiplicity...). CaRIne
takes into account the variation of the
atomic scatering factor of atoms according
to the sinq/l parameter.
! calculation of envelopes, the integral breath
of peaks can also be taken into account.
! superposition of several calculated
patterns by giving mixing coefficients for
each powder.
! import and superposition of experimental
and reference files (for example JCPDs) on
the simulated ones.

A powerfull multi-platorms and multi-tasks
software for research and teaching. Numerous
features are animated via a friendly graphic
user interface.
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! Many kind of visualisations are made
possible by numerous options.
! 3D rendering calculated regarding to
device resolutions (screens, printers...)
with lighting, intersection and transparency
(4.0 version).
! 3D rotation and projection in real time.
! high quality printing with total control on the
quality of the work : in colored or black and
white mode, choice of the resolution and
size of the printed pictures or exported
ones.
! pictures export in JPEG, BMP, PPM, PNG
formats to word processing, drawing and
presentation softwares.

CaRIne is available for
Nouveau

! Windows 9x/NT/200x/XP
! Linux
! Mac OS X (second term of 2005)

Site licenses, student labs, questions :
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DIVERGENT S.A.
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Centre de Transfert
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Corporate

Academic

Single license

795

595

Single license Upgrade from 3.1 to 4.0

495

295

Price list sample ( or $US)

Student lab. license up to 10 users + 1 teacher license
(1)CIF : Crystallographic Information File - www.iucr.org
(2)SHELX : http://shelx.uni-ac.gwdg.de/shelx

1795

Site license :
Example for an Eng. Sc/Dept of 400 students

5895

